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DEAR READERS, 

W
elcome to the third edition of our customer magazine, RAUS! 

The response to the last issue was once again staggering. By 

way of thanks, we are proud to present you with a new 

edition full of reports, photos and travel tips. You may notice 

a recurring theme in this issue: the successful symbiosis of old and new. 

In addition to an old penal colony with a new flourish and a renovated 

houseboat, we will also be showing you a church that has been converted 

into a modern, high-class home – without losing any of its characteristic 

charm. A great project that reflects our own philosophy. The way we 

combine experience with progress is a key component of what defines our 

company. This applies equally to our product range and the way we work 

together. It is the years of experience in our team coupled with new ideas 

that constantly drives us forwards. In terms of architecture, our products 

can lend existing buildings a new, unique charm. We are always fascinated 

by the effects we can create. We would like to take this opportunity to 

share with you some of our favourites. We hope you enjoy them! 

Andreas Tenzer, German philosopher

“FREEDOM IS KNOWING           
    THAT THERE ARE NO WALLS.”

Übersetzung Schutzgebühr fehlt
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Idyllic windmills, never-ending horizons and a unique web  

of picturesque waterways: to this day, nothing calls to mind  

the typical Dutch town quite as evocatively as the country’s 

“grachten”, or canals. 

T
he grachten have been around since their 

original construction in the 16th and 17th 

centuries, when they were mainly used as a 

convenient way of transporting large quantities 

of goods between settlements. The waterways remain 

just as busy today, with pleasure boats regularly 

trundling along the narrow canals and holiday-makers 

enjoying getaways on cosy houseboats. Some Nether-

lands natives have even made the water their perma-

nent home – like Lex van Doorn.

 

On the banks of the Vecht, a forty-kilometre-long river 

close to the Ijsselmeer bay, the water laps quietly against 

the wooden planks of an Utrecht houseboat. This calming 

sound has accompanied Lex van Doorn for around ten 

years, and is just as soothing to him now as it was when 

he first swapped Amsterdam’s pulsing city life for a peace- 

ful living on a houseboat in Nieuwersluis, just outside 

Utrecht. “I grew up in Utrecht,” Lex tells us, beginning the 

tale of how he moved his life onto the water. “Even when I 

was little, I was fascinated by the houseboat lifestyle.” The 

quiet river is home to just five houseboats with permanent 

residents, one of which belongs to Lex and his son, Bo. 

 LIFE ON  
THE WATER 

OUT IN THE OPEN!   

No limit
Bi-folding doors provide  

a unique transition between  

inside and outside
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W
ater always been part of my life,” Lex 

continues. “I’ve often taken trips to the lake, 

and even worked as a deep-sea diver for a 

while.” The 51-year-old is still in the ship 

business today. “So really, no-one was surprised when I 

told them I wanted to move into a houseboat,” Lex laughs. 

The renovation

The conversion of the houseboat was a passion project  

for Lex – the product of a deep love and many of his own 

ideas. “When I got it, the houseboat was almost complete-

ly closed off from the outside world. There was just one 

small sliding door, and that was the only thing letting in 

any light,” Lex tells us of the design phase. “So I started 

by drafting a design of my own. I then took this to an 

architect, who helped me fine-tune my ideas into some-

thing that it was actually feasible to build.” The boat 

enthusiast’s top priority was to create a home that 

boasted both modern architecture. and an unobstructed 

view of the river. As part of the renovation, the entire top 

section of the boat was overhauled. “We wanted to give 

the boat an open, light character.” The materials used in 

the project are the perfect reflection of this approach: 

the white plaster cladding combines with the high-quality 

wood elements and generous glass surfaces to create an 

airy, modern impression. “While I was planning out the 

design, I spent a lot of time on the Internet looking for 

inspiration. In addition to the use of wood panelling for  

the facades, Solarlux’s flexible bi-folding doors made an 

immediate impression on me.” The modernisation work 

was completed in the space of just one month. One side of 

the boat was extended by around two metres so that the 

individual glass elements could be opened outwards. In 

order to give the boat the stability it required, a count-

er-weight was needed – this took the form of a 400 kg 

Buddha statue. “The entire renovation was subject to 

strict planning permission restrictions,” Lex recalls. “As  

a result, there were some areas where we had to get  

really creative.” 

Life on the water

Today, the houseboat offers around 160 square metres  

of living space, and is the absolute dream home for Lex 

and his son, Bo. The top area acts as their open living and 

dining area, while the bottom level houses their bedrooms 

and bathroom. The friendly duo love their life on the water, 

especially in summer, when the glass facade is usually open  

and the living room becomes an expansive patio. “We love 

watching the boats go by and enjoying the calming effect  

of the water. Bo loves to cool down in the river – by leaping 

wildly off our patio, of course!” Lex laughs. Life on the 

houseboat is just as idyllic in winter, however. As the nights 

draw in, the river quietens down and the large glass surfaces 

keep the atmosphere in the living room warm and cosy.  

“Our friends and family love our houseboat, and often say 

visiting us is like going on a short holiday. The stream of 

ships going from Loenen to Maarssen keeps up all year 

round, turning our houseboat into a true VIP lounge, with 

front-row seats for all the family. Lex and Bo have already 

enjoyed many a pleasant hour on the boat with their guests. 

They have even thrown one or two high-spirited parties on 

board their home, which can of course lead to the occasion-

al surprise swim when the glass bi-folding doors are open! 

But Lex insisted that his lips were sealed, and that was all 

he would tell us about his life on the water. 

System:  
SL 81

Opening variant:
Outside

Material:  
Aluminium

Colour:
Ral 7021 

Black-grey/matt
Application: 
Living space
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OUT IN THE OPEN!   



CAUGHT  
in the moment

A 
picturesque Dutch village with a rough history – the former 

Veenhuizen penal colony in the Drenthe region of the 

Netherlands is a candidate for recognition as a UNESCO 

World Heritage site – and with good reason, too. 

Continued on the next page >>P
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W
hen we arrive, driving slowly through Veen- 

huizen, we are enraptured by the beauty and, 

above all, the tranquillity radiated by this 

contemplative settlement not far from 

Groningen. Up until 1981, this looked a lot different here: 

Veenhuizen was a bleak penal colony in the middle of a 

bog landscape. Everyone who lived and worked here was 

either a condemned criminal or one of the staff who 

resided in the 150 buildings adjacent to the prison itself. 

No one could have imagined that the site would one day 

be home to a hotel, among other amenities.  

 

On our arrival, we meet up with Loes Talens, owner of the 

“Bitter en Zoet” hotel, and architect Jan van den Burg, 

who built the hotel as a conversion from the former 

hospital complex that once stood in its place. “Bitter en 

Zoet is the name of one of the six buildings that made up 

the old hospital complex in Veenhuizen – this used to be 

the pharmacy,” says Loes, who runs the hotel and the 

adjoining restaurant together with her husband, Rik 

Dortmond. “We knew right from the start that we wanted 

to name our hotel after one of the buildings – Bitte en 

Zoet seemed the best fit.” The brick facades give the 

buildings their straight lines, and also bear the name of 

each one. The hotel is made up of the old staff apartments 

Toewijding (Care), Bitter en Zoet (Bitter and Sweet) and 

(Sense of Duty), which are connected by a transparent 

new building. The old hospital houses the hotel’s spa area 

and conference suite, while another of the buildings is 

reserved for a private clinic. It was a long time before the 

old colony was finally rejuvenated.

“In 1981, the Dutch Department of Justice decided to hand 

the 150 auxiliary buildings over to the local authorities 

and only keep the prison itself running,” recalls Loes, who 

grew up 7 km from Veenhuizen. “It was a huge challenge 

for the local authorities, since they are all listed buildings, 

which meant it was prohibited to knock them down or fully 

convert them for any other purpose.” With this in mind, it 

is no wonder that the hospital complex buildings were left 

empty for almost 20 years until a re purposing concept 

was developed. Architect Jan van den Burg, who took on 

the planning and construction work for the hotel in 2005, 

recalls the tricky process: “Some of the building were in 

very poor condition because they hadn’t been used for  

so long. They were built in 1893 and 1895, and had only 

undergone limited modernisation in the meantime.” 

System:  
SL 81
Opening variant:  
Outside
Material:  
Aluminium 
Colour:
RAL 7016
Application: 
Gastronomy
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Continued on the next page >>

Architecture 
For more information  

on the architecture, 

please visit:  

janvandenburg.nl
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T
design, restoration and conversion phase that 

transformed the hospital complex into a hotel 

took a total of five years. “It became obvious 

pretty quickly that we were going to connect four 

of the buildings. A modern, completely transparent, new 

building with approximately 500 m2 of space, which we 

used for the reception and the restaurant, connects the 

three staff apartments that contain the hotel rooms with 

the kitchen building.” The entire patio side of the restau-

rant can be opened to the outdoors using a bi-folding door. 

“The glass bi-folding door offers a high level of transpar-

ency and can be opened over a wide area, making it the 

perfect transition between the hospital and the garden, 

and a perfect fit for our concept,” says Jan van den Burg. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND 
RESERVATIONS, PLEASE VISIT: 
BITTERENZOET.NL

The 15-room hotel and the adjoining restau-

rant opened for business in 2009. Later, we 

sit with Loes at a large, solid wooden table 

between the hotel lobby and the restaurant, 

bathed in the sunlight from one of the round 

light wells. You can clearly see the love  

that has gone into the design of the hotel, 

creating a very homely atmosphere. This 

matches the philosophy of the restaurant, 

Loes tells us. “When it was a prison colony, 

Veenhuizen was independent and self-suffi-

cient. My husband and I always wanted to 

follow the same approach. We have planted 

two big vegetable and herb gardens, and 

also keep chickens and bees. We use the eggs, honey and 

vegetables in our restaurant, which my husband runs 

according to the tenets of the slow food movement.”  

As a result, freshly baked bread, home-smoked salmon 

and home-made cakes are always on the menu, while the 

convenience products that are so common elsewhere in 

the gastronomy sector are nowhere to be found at Bitter 

en Zoet. Maybe this is part of what makes Veenhuizen and 

Bitter en Zoet such a special place: the harmony in the 

details, the buildings, the garden and the ambience of  

the village all seems to be woven from the same thread. 

As evening falls and we take our leave from Veenhuizen, 

almost every one of the village’s residents waves us off – 

as if we were already part of the community. 

16 – 15

Loes Talens and Jan van den Burg during the planning phase

OPEN! FOR TIME OUT   
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B
rian and Chris Shaw love the great outdoors, 

and like nothing better than sitting out in their 

garden. They have put a lot of thought into the 

property: the well-kept lawn surrounds the 

cosy natural-brick building, broken up only by small 

flower beds to add a splash of colour. In keeping with 

this theme, the Shaws wanted to subtly set their patio 

apart from the rest of the garden, an island oasis all its 

own. Surrounded by ivory-coloured marble slabs it now 

stands apart from the green of the lawn.

Of course, if you’ve got an island like this, you want to use 

it as often as you can. This is where the infamous British 

weather came into play: a north-English patio that can 

only be used in the sunshine will often be left empty. The 

pair needed a solution. Brian and Chris where sitting in 

their friends’ garden when they notice the glass pane they 

were using to provide shelter from the wind. 

Continued on the next page >>P
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A new island oasis ...
DESPITE THE ENGLISH WEATHER

Britain is a beautiful country, with stunning scenery, ancient 

architecture, picturesque coastlines and friendly people. But there’s 

one thing you can never rely on here: the weather. Despite this, 

of course, even the Brits love to sit outdoors – and the Shaws,  

from north England, are no exception.

OPEN! FOR SOMETHING NEW

Inspiration
Discover fantastic glass 

living ideas at 

solarlux.co.uk/en/inspirations.cfm
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System:
SDL Atrium Plus · SL 25 
Opening variant:  
Side, sliding 
Material:  
Aluminium 
Colour:
DB 703
Application:  
Patio canopy

T
his gave them the idea of putting a roof and 

glazing over their own patio. “It took us a long 

time to decide on the right solution,” Brian 

remembers. It was a specialist dealer in Harrogate 

who introduced them to Solarlux glass houses. The Shaws 

were impressed immediately by the perfect combination  

of a traditional glass canopy and side glass elements to 

provide shelter from the wind and rain. “And the fact that 

every Solarlux partner is part of a network of certified 

retailers immediately gave us the sense that we could  

trust them. We knew we were in good hands right from  

the start,” Chris beams. Chris and Brian spent a lot of  

time discussing various design and configuration options 

with their consultant. In the end, they decided to go for 

all-round weather protection in the form of the SDL Atrium 

Plus roof system, combined with the SL 25 slide-and-turn 

system. “When the sun’s shining, we can simply slide the 

glass elements to the side, which brings through a nice 

breeze under the glass canopy,” Brian tells us. “And if it 

rains, we can close the individual elements again just as 

quickly.” The Shaws’ solution is as eye-catching as it is 

practical: the anthracite canopy with full-glass elements 

provides the perfect counterpoint to the light, natural 

brick of the house’s facade. At the same time, the modern 

materials offer a thrilling contrast to the old house. What 

is more, the frameless elements of the glass house make 

it so transparent that the couple always have an unre-

stricted view of their garden. And now they can enjoy 

their oasis and its surroundings all year round, thanks  

to the radiant heaters and underfloor heating. Since the 

extension the patio has become the centre of the family’s 

day-to-day life. Friends often come to pass the time with 

them there, and Chris and Brian often spend their eve-

nings on the patio with Greek food and wine. Brian smiles 

as he sums up the difference it has made to their lives: 

“We were looking for a practical way of sheltering our 

patio, but what we got was an unexpected boost to our 

quality of life!”
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OPEN! FOR SOMETHING NEW



Everyone has dreams, but few are lucky enough to realise them 

quite as perfectly as Al and Gill Cullen, the husband-and-wife  

business couple who built a true dream house in southern Maui: 

open, perfect for every generation of their family, and with an  

incredible view.

I
n our home, we’ve swapped pictures on the wall for a 

magical view,” explains builder-owner Al Cullen, who 

started planning his dream house a good seven years 

ago. “Right from the start, we knew that we wanted 

the interior design to be restrained so that the view and 

the expansive landscape could really come to the fore.”

The Cullens, architect Marc Taron and experienced 

building contractor Brian Kanegai developed the overall  

concept for the house, which stands on a steep-sloped 

property which was difficult to build on. Architect Marc 

Taron, who has been building award-winning houses on 

various Hawaiian islands for over ten years with his firm, 

Arquitectura, avoided using walls wherever possible – at 

the express wishes of the Cullens. The architect, who has 

European roots, is known for making his house designs  

as open as possible. In such situations, the use of glass 

bi-folding doors and horizontal sliding facades is almost  

a given. “We left almost all the walls open, so at any given 

time, we’re only a few steps away from a light sea breeze, 

the sun, the pool – we’ve pretty much got as much Maui  

as you can fit in one house,” says Al. The panorama the 

Cullens look onto from their home is breath-taking: the 

fairway of the “Old Blue Course” at the Wailea Golf Club 

Continued on the next page >>P
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Aloha i ka paredaiso –
WELCOME TO PARADISE

Oases of  
well-being

Given the ideal conditions,  

location and architecture  

can form the perfect  

symbiosis



System:
SL 60-HSW 
Opening variant:  
Side, sliding 
Material:  
Aluminium 
Colour:
RAL 9016
Application:  
Living space

and the distant islands of Kahoolawe and Molokini make 

for a spectacular view. But in spite of all the openness,  

the Cullens feel safe and secure. “We wanted our home  

to be as beautiful and liveable as possible while still being 

almost completely burglar-proof and, above all, able to 

withstand the severe tropical storms that have often 

plagued Maui in the past.” We’re delighted that these 

criteria could be met. For example, the bi-folding doors  

we used are not only bullet-proof – they have also been 

tested and certified against hurricanes.” 

In addition to the unusually open architecture and the 

large infinity pool, the Cullens also had a number of 

entirely practical requirements: they wanted every 

generation of their family to feel at home in the house, 

despite the differences in their requirements. The family 

includes six small grandchildren and the Cullens’ own four 

children, as well as Al’s mother. “All our furniture is rattan 

furniture made on Bali with washable and removable 

covers, so if any of our grandchildren make s mess, we 

just put it in the wash. And our guest room gives my 

mother a direct view of the pool, so everyone has what 

they need and can feel at home here. Of course, the same 

applies to the Cullens themselves. When the whole family 

comes together and the house is full, Al and Gill can 

withdraw to the top level, whether their bedroom has an 

ensuite bathroom, an office and a generous balcony. This 

leaves the children free to make as much noise as they 

want on the covered patio while the hosts relax. “Our 

house is the house of our dreams – a peaceful, relaxed 

home that helps us forget our stresses, but also a lively 

place that acts as a central hub for our family. It doesn’t 

get any better than that,” say the Cullens in summary.
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I
‘ve got to admit that our friends sometimes laugh 

whenever I turn up with something ‘woolly,’” chuck-

les Gitta, 68. “Ever since I was young, knitting has 

been a great passion that has never faded with me – 

much to the chagrin of my husband and children.” Even 

the family’s wire-haired dachshunds, Paul and Ella, are 

not spared from receiving regular new knitwear.

The retired bank clerk lives on the edge of Hanover with 

her husband and the two dogs, in a house the couple 

bought 35 years ago, and which remains the perfect home 

for them to this day. “When we first moved in, the two 

floors and enclosed garden were perfect for us as a place 

to raise our children,” former teacher Hans Beek tells us. 

But as the years went by, the Beeks’ needs changed. 

Continued on the next page >>P
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LIVE YOUR
passion
Hanns and Gitta Beek are a happy couple: active, sporty  

and married for over 40 years, with two children and three 

grandchildren. A good ten years ago, they added a winter-

garden to their cosy estate house on the edge of town –  

creating plenty of space for their hobbies.

OPEN! FOR SOMETHING NEW

Flexible
The trick is to alter the  

rooms you’ve got so that they  

“suit” you at any time of day
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I
t was a typical Sixties estate house – never really that 

bright. We had a patio with a conventional sliding door, 

but the windows were quite small. I’ve always been big  

on craftwork, so I often found myself wishing we had a 

bright room with plenty of light. But you know how it is: 

when our children were little, we didn’t have the time or 

money for large-scale renovations. We had other priorities.” 

When their youngest daughter left home 15 years ago, the 

Beeks finally started planning their modifications. What  

did they want to change about their living situation? What 

did they need? An architect they knew through friends  

gave the couple the idea of completely opening up the 

balcony-side of the house with a wintergarden. “We had  

to think about it for a long time, because we knew it would 

be a huge undertaking. But the more we played with the 

idea, the more we liked it.” The Beeks spent more than 

three years planning the extension and looking at different 

wintergarden providers. “When you’re spending that 

amount of money, you want to be sure that the results  

will work, and above all that the work is of good quality,” 

Gitta remembers. “When we came across Solarlux, the 

level of detail they put into the planning and, above all, 

the visualisation of our wintergarden gave us a good 

feeling right from the start.” Solarlux calculated all the 

statics, completed the planning application and assembled 

the wintergarden all themselves. In total, the conversion 

took almost a year, including the full modernisation of the 

kitchen, roof and heating system. But that year was more 

than worth the effort for the Beeks: “With all the mod-

er-nisation work, the wintergarden was almost the least 

time-intensive part of the project,” Gitta remembers, “but 

definitely the one that has benefited us the most.” For a 

good ten years now, the couple has been enjoying the 

well-lit space, the seamless transition to the garden and 

the new, airy architecture.. At family gatherings, meals 

are cooked in the open kitchen and eaten together in the 

wintergarden. And of course, Gitta has really indulged in 

her crafts and knitting since the conversion was completed, 

without ever having to sit under a small lamp – just like  

she always wanted. “When we were asked if we wanted to  

be photographed in our wintergarden for the “Live your 

passion” theme, I knew straight away how I wanted my 

scene to look. It took Hanns a little longer – you know  

what men are like,” Gitta laughs. “But when we look at  

the beautiful pictures now, we’re just happy and proud –  

of ourselves, our wintergarden and – speaking for myself  

of course – all the wool.” Hanns chimes in: “I’ve managed  

to deal with my wife’s hobby for long enough anyway.  

We’ve been married for more than 40 years now, so I think 

it’s safe to say her passion extends beyond just wool!”

System:  
SDL Avantgarde & SL 80

Opening variant:
Outside

Material:  
Wood/aluminium

Colour:
Wood, opal white (inside)

DB 703 (outside)
Application: 
Living space
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OPEN! FOR SOMETHING NEW
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One side is a townhouse with a courtyard, the other a lakeside  

home: architect Prof. Mona Bayr developed a unique concept  

for this detached house on Lake Constance, lending the  

building two faces. 

Continued on the next page >>

T
he detached house was completed in 2017,  

and is situated on one of the coveted lakeside 

plots. The unusual building boasts 300 m2 of 

space, split across two floors. The ground floor 

and top floor were built from scratch on top of the 

existing property, while the basement and indoor pool 

of the old house were retained. Now uncovered and  

in the open air, the old indoor pool acts as the eye- 

catching centrepiece of the north patio, while the 

basement houses the building technology. 

The two levels give the impression of two airy boxes 

stocked on top of one another. “I wanted the shape of  

the building to tell a story,” says Mona Bayr, explaining 

her idea. “But at the same time, every one of the build-

ing’s unique geometric features serves a purpose, be it 

functional or energy-related.” The basic shape of the 

building is a right-angled cuboid. The top floor is built  

on top of the east and west wings. This leaves space for  

a generous living patio on the ground level, with glass 

surfaces connecting it to the south patio and the north 

courtyard, which is home to the swimming pool. 

OPEN! FOR SOMETHING NEW

ONE HOUSE, 
TWO FACES

Design
The hub of the detached  

house is the “living patio”  

nestled between the  

east and west wings.  
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T
whole building gives an impression of airiness and 

openness, and the top floor seams to practically 

float above the ground. “I wanted to keep the 

north and south sides of the house as transparent 

as possible in order to give it that feeling of lightness. The 

large shadow gaps between the east and west wings also 

emphasise the floating effect of the top floor.” The outer 

facade is made almost entirely of glass. For this purpose, 

the architect chose cero, a sliding window system that 

allows for the use of extremely large glass surfaces. 

Thanks to the large glass elements, the view of Lake 

Constance can be seen from almost anywhere in the 

house. “The builder-owners wanted to be able to see the 

lake from as many different positions as possible,” the 

young architect says of her draft. “That’s where I got  

the idea of setting the glass elements back a little, rather 

than placing them right at the edge of the building.” The 

slender profile of the large-format sliding windows retains 

the effect of continuous components, while the central 

glass elements are in keeping with the architect’s overall 

concept. In total, 140 square metres of glass were installed 

in the building. Almost every element can be opened. “On 

warm days, the north and south facades can be opened  

to allow access to the outdoor patios, which immediately 

gives the owners more living space.” The interior design 

was also influenced by the house’s lakeside location. An 

abstract sailboat shape is a recurring theme, appearing  

as a design element in various locations throughout the 

house – as a lamp in the bathrooms, and also as an impres-

sion in the glass partitions. “Even the carpet in the living 

room has a watery patters, and the photo on the wall is a 

bird’s-eye view of Lake Constance.”  The architect was 

drawn to the entire project right from the start. “The 

location right by the lake and the owner-builders’ idea  

of always having water as a visible, moving element made 

the whole planning phase really interesting,” Mona Bayr 

recalls. “The combination of the white construction 

System:  
cero III

Opening variant:
2-track

Material:  
Aluminium

Colour:
E6EV1

Application: 
Living space
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material and all the glass makes the building beautiful and 

bright, and also gives the house a certain sense of light.” 

As a contrast to the more sterile, white components, a 

high-quality wooden facade was chosen for the relaxation 

areas of the house. These materials are also used in the 

interior of the building. The east wing is panelled com-

pletely in wood, and a wood panel design is also used in 

the interior, making it seem as if it has been cut out of the 

east wing itself – the different parts of the building blend 

together perfectly.

Continued on the next page >>

OPEN! FOR SOMETHING NEW



 
Ground plan 

The central living patio is connected  

to the outdoor area in the south and the  

courtyard swimming pool in the north  

by large glass surfaces.
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Top floor

Ground floor

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON MONA 

BAYR’S WORK, PLEASE VISIT: H-2-A.COM

“I’m interested in buildings by the old masters: Le Corbusi-

er, Oscar Niemeyer and Carlo Scarpa. But dynamic forms –  

like the element of water – also offer new inspiration for 

my work. It was this fascination that gave birth to the 

name of my architecture firm: Atelier H2A.” 

Prof. DI. MSc. Mona Bayr studied Architecture at the Uni- 

versity of Augsburg, graduating with a diploma in 2003. 

She then took a Master’s degree at the University of 

Applied Arts in Vienna, where she later began her doctor-

ate in 2011. In 2007, she received her Master of Sciences 

certificate from architects Zahad Hadid, Greg Lynn and 

Wolf D. Prix. It was at this time that she founded Atelier 

H2A – originally in Vienna. In 2014, she moved to Eislingen, 

in the south-western German region of Baden-Württem-

berg. Over the years, Mona Bayr has gained plenty of 

experience working as a project architect for a number  

of renowned firms, both in her homeland and abroad. From 

2001 – 2015, she worked for Coop Himmelb(l)au in Vienna, 

where her roles included acting as Project Manager for 

the Musée des Confluences in Lyon and the Museum of 

Contemporary Art in Shenzhen, China. In 2017, Prof. DI. 

MSc. Mona Bayr was offered a position as Professor of 

Building Construction and Design at the Hochschule 

Konstanz University of Applied Sciences.

So what does life look like in a 

building with two faces? 

The family of three has lived in the 300 m2 

detached house by Lake Constance since 

2017. “The planning and design phase took 

about a year,” the owner-builder recalls. 

“We worked closely with the architect to 

incorporate our own ideas and wishes into 

the design. The result is truly a dream 

home. “The top-quality lakeside location 

inspired use to bring the element of water 

to life in almost every corner of the house. 

The large glass facades allow us a direct 

view of Lake Constance – you can literally 

look through our house and you’ll keep 

finding elements inside that reflect its 

unique surroundings. Lake Constance is 

omnipresent, no matter where we are in 

the house – as far as we’re concerned,  

the idea has been realised to perfection.”

OPEN! FOR SOMETHING NEW

 THE ARCHITECT  
Prof. DI. MSc. Mona Bayr · Freelance architect · Atelier H2A
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There can be many reasons to decide to live in the  

country or the city. Family can provide strong ties to a 

home going back to childhood, while work and career  

can also be key factors. 

Continued on the next page >>

A
gatha Walczak-Typke and Rainer Typke moved 

for entirely different reasons. The couple 

specifically wanted to live in an unusual 

building – a search that took them to Hasber-

gen, near Osnabruck, in north-west Germany. 

“I’ve been fascinated by architecture for years,” says 

Agatha Walczak-Typke of her passion. “I love unusual 

building styles and the use of different materials. I’ve 

always dreamed of converting a special building myself 

and designing it to my own specifications. So that’s why 

we were specifically looking for somewhere unusual to 

live. The geographical location wasn’t important to us – in 

fact, we didn’t really have any other criteria at all. We just  

wanted a building with that “wow” factor – and to be close 

to an airport.” The couple’s careers take them all over the 

world: he works in Luxemburg, she in Vienna. “We wanted 

our home to be somewhere we could relax – but also 

somewhere that would never stop fascinating us.” 

OUT IN THE OPEN!

ANYTHING 
IS POSSIBLE

Custom  
solution
The coloured glass  

lends the converted church  

its characteristic  

charm
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Thanks to the coloured church glass, which was custom- 

made by the Teutemacher glazing company, the windows 

are now the central element of an open living space that 

is, in all other respects, very subtle and restrained. One of 

the real highlights is the built-in glass bi-folding door used 

to access the adjoining patio. “It was important for us to 

ensure that the characteristic church glass was also used 

in the flexible bi-folding doors. It was always going to be a 

custom solution, but at the end of the day, it gives our 

home that certain je ne sais quoi.” The unique nature of 

the home is also reflected in the tall, slender format of  

the individual leaves of the bi-folding door, which are the 

perfect fit for the facade. “The glazing bars were also an 

absolute must for us.” Today, visitors enter the building 

System:  
SL60e
Opening variant:  
Outside
Material:  
Aluminium
Colour:
RAL 7016 
Application: 
Living space
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heir search for this special property took the 

couple to many exciting buildings: an old prison,  

a charming industrial hall and a disused church. 

“That was the one that really clicked with us,” 

says Rainer Typke of their unusual find. “Straight away, 

my wife and I saw the hidden potential in so many parts  

of this special building.” The church was built in 1980, and 

was used by the New Apostolic congregation until 2005. 

After this, the unusual building remained unused for a 

while – until the Typkes decided to move their lives to 

Hasbergen in 2012. The couple planned all the renovation 

work themselves. “We always wanted to keep the character 

of the church. That was what gave us the idea to highlight 

certain elements, especially the prominent lancet arches.” 

through the retained church door and arrive in the old 

nave, which is now home to the open living, dining and 

sleeping area. A small spiral staircase leads to a new 

gallery, which has its own guest toilet and bedroom. The 

only area that has been fully modernised and renovated is 

the bathroom. “The original bathroom was very Spartan,” 

Agatha Walczak-Typke recalls. “It didn’t even have hot 

water – which wasn’t very pleasant, especially during the 

renovation phase.” There is still a little work to be done in 

the Typkes' repurposed church, but that’s exactly what 

the friendly couple like about their special home. “When-

ever we can, we do a bit more planning and work on our 

church. It’s the perfect holiday for us – working on our 

dream life in a unique atmosphere.” 

OUT IN THE OPEN!



I
in the middle of Austria, two architectural pearls nestle on the western 

bank of the picturesque Traunsee lake. The two SEE 31 living cubes, 

planned built and managed by Michael Buchleitner and Mira Thal-Bu-

chleitner, are situated right on the bank of the lake, snuggled up against 

a row of fruit trees like shepherds’ huts. The architects have mastered 

their challenge – to integrate modern architecture into an ancient land-

scape without disturbing it – with aplomb.

Continued on the next page >> P
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Tradition 
MEETS MODERNITY
PREMIUM LOFTS BY THE TRAUNSEE LAKE
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W
ith this perfect symbiosis of luxury and 

tradition, the buildings are outstanding in 

their field – quite literally. “The Traunsee lake 

has always been the area of the Salzkammer-

gut region where wealth has collected. There are still over 

100 19th-century villas here. There is a long-standing 

culture of architecture that has always been highly valued 

in the area. We wanted to hark back to these times and 

create a domicile that meets premium standards without 

marring the appearance of this wonderful panorama,” 

Michael says. “There’s never been anything like this.  

We’ve taken a conscious step away from traditional hotel 

sites, instead making it our priority not to drive away the 

local culture that is still very much alive here.” Indeed, 

many of those who live in the region around Traunsee still 

wear traditional dress. And it’s not just for the tourists, 

either – the roots of the area are still part of day-to-day 

life, and can be felt everywhere. Old handicraft business-

es, original architecture and centuries-old customs all help 

to make up an atmosphere that simply has to be experi-

enced first-hand. Together with the inimitable landscape, 

it was this atmosphere that drew the architectural couple 

to build here. The Traunsee lake lies right on the border 

between the foothills and the high alps. As such, its banks 

offer a unique mixture of shallow bathing spots and steep 

mountain landscapes. This sense of diversity is felt 

throughout the surrounding area, too: from Salzburg to 

Dachstein, the landscape truly has something for every-

one. But it was more than just the location and its original 

local colour that made this project special for the couple, 

who run the Lakonis architecture firm in Vienna together. 

“SEE 31 is a passion project for us. We did all the planning 

and construction ourselves, and we also do all the admin 

for the buildings. We wanted to create a retreat where our 

guests would feel at home, but also where we ourselves 

could feel like guests. This has been the realisation of a 

dream for us, and we’re delighted to be able to share it 

with others.” When Michael and Mira started the project 

five years ago, they were thinking of the perfect summer 

holiday destination. You can do everything here: swim-

ming, hiking, water sports and sunbathing. But as the 

work went on, the two started to change their perspective. 

 

For more holiday tips and 

information, please visit 

traunsee31.at and lakonis.at!

“We were surprised how beautiful it is in winter here. Now, 

that’s our favourite season!” There’s so much to do, and 

the scenery is just unbelievable,” Michael enthuses. When 

planning the project, the two decided to use high-quality, 

locally sourced materials that would give both the interior 

and the exterior of the lofts an understated yet exclusive 

look. One of the cubes houses two 80 m2 lofts for two to 

five people, while the other is a 150 m2 holiday cottage 

with space for up to eight people. Each loft is fitted with 

gigantic panorama windows that offer an impressive view 

of the lake and the Traunstein mountain behind it. 

A PICTURE- 
PERFECT VIEW 

Holiday tips from a professional –  

with Michael Buchleitner:

Hiking the Feuerkogel mountain in snowshoes is 

an unforgettable experience. They say Feuerkogel 

is the sunniest mountain in Austria, and the 

landscape on its plateau is simply breath-taking. 

When the weather’s good, you can even see 

Dachstein mountain!

You can also take a trip on the lake with  

old Gisela: the Gisela is a paddle steamer –  

one of the oldest steamboats in the world. She 

sets off for a trip every Sunday afternoon. An old 

lady needs her rest! On board, you can immedi-

ately sense the flair of years gone by, and enjoy 

a special trip across the lake with fine food and 

spectacular mountain scenery.
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OPEN! FOR TIME OUT   


